
6 1 TRAIT WRITING ASSESSMENT PROMPTS

6+1 TraitÂ® Writing is an instructional approach designed to help teachers for grades Writing Rubrics provide a frame
for assessing student writing and fitting Standards Samples of Student Writing, Scored With a 6+1 Trait Rubric (PDF.

Reading Rockets Reprints You are welcome to print copies or republish materials for non-commercial use as
long as credit is given to Reading Rockets and the author s. When choosing these examples, be sure they are
not from current students. What is the tool for? Although his traits were a bit different than the current Six
Traits of Writing, his traits did include both ideas and organization. For example, if students are writing a first
draft, maybe let go of conventions so that students focus their energy on ideas and organization. There are
several ways to assess writing. For commercial use, please contact info readingrockets. I finally get it! Define
each level visually by hanging level-specific examples from the rubric. To view examples of 6-Trait rubrics
for use in your own classroom, download them through the links below. Related Topics. Researchers and
teachers participated in the development of these rubrics to give an overview of the characteristics of effective
writing that crosses genres and grade levels. Follow this pattern. Being able to explain what these concepts are
is not that important when it comes to writing well. Often, this criteria just bogs down the reader with
additional and unnecessary text to wade through. Just because there are six traits , doesn't mean all six need to
be evaluated in each writing assignment. When students understand organization in writing, they will
demonstrate their understanding by applying organizational concepts to their writing. In other words, they will
show their understanding by creating nicely organized writing. A few quick tips when choosing examples:
Make sure examples are all on the same topic. Create writing success todayâ€”and then build on it! The Six
Traits built on his model of five traits and fifty-five categories of comment. Because the traits do not explicitly
reference the CCSS, she includes the standard she focused her instruction on as a reminder to connect her
annotations to the CCSS. It can be eye-opening to ask students what a main idea is! You may be shocked.
Through her annotations, she draws on the rubric to name the ways the students can improve the qualities of
their informative writing.


